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Abstract—This paper presents a projection pursuit (PP) based
method for blind separation of nonnegative sources. First, the
available observation matrix is mapped to construct a new mixing
model, in which the unaccessible source matrix is normalized
to be column-sum-to-one. Then, the PP method is proposed to
solve this new model, where the mixing matrix is estimated
column by column through tracing the projections to the mapped
observations in specified directions, which leads to the recovery
of the sources. The proposed method is much faster than Chan’s
method which has similar assumptions to ours, due to the usage
of the optimal projection. Also, it is more advantageous in
separating cross-correlated sources than the independence- and
uncorrelation-based methods as it does not employ any statistical
information of the sources. Furthermore, the new method does
not require the mixing matrix to be nonnegative. Simulation
results demonstrate the superior performance of our method.
Index Terms—Blind source separation, linear programming,
projection pursuit, nonnegative sources.
I. I NTRODUCTION
BLIND source separation (BSS) has attracted much at-tention for over a decade due to its great potential to
a wide range of applications such as digital communication,
speech identification, biological data analysis, remote sensing
and human image processing [1]-[4]. Since BSS requires no
or minimum prior knowledge of the sources and the mixing
matrix, a statistical approach is usually required to perform
BSS. Based on the concept of independent component analysis
(ICA), various ICA methods have been proposed to separate
independent sources from their measured mixtures, such as
the quaternion ICA [5], fast ICA [6], ICA by kurtosis contrast
maximization [7], ICA based on entropy bound minimization
(ICA-EBM) [8], and nonnegative ICA (NICA) [9]-[11]. Since
the ICA-based methods employ the higher-order statistics of
the measured data, a large number of data samples are needed
to obtain satisfactory BSS performance [12]. In applications
where fewer data samples are available, the second-order
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statistics (SOS) methods are preferable [13]. The SOS-based
BSS methods often require the source signals to be mutually
uncorrelated and have different frequency spectra [14], [15].
Although independent or mutually uncorrelated sources are
often encountered in practice, spatially correlated sources also
occur in many applications [3], [16]-[20]. For these applica-
tions, the BSS methods exploiting the statistical properties of
the sources will fail. The existing works for cross-correlated
sources are far from mature. Some methods tend to achieve
BSS through enhancing the spatial diversity of the sources us-
ing certain preprocessing techniques. For example, a precoding
scheme is used in [16] to reduce the cross-correlation of the
sources and a pre-filtering approach is employed in [17] to
enhance source independence. Other methods achieve BSS by
analyzing the sparse time-frequency (TF) points. They can be
extended to the underdetermined cases but the computational
cost is usually very high [18], [19].
A different approach to BSS is to exploit the nonnegative
signal characteristic. Nonnegative signals exist in various
applications such as biomedical data analysis and image
processing. Since this approach does not utilize the statistical
i formation of the sources, it can deal with both independent
(or mutually uncorrelated) sources and spatially correlated
s urces. A typical approach to processing nonnegative signals
is the nonnegative matrix factorization [21]-[23]. However, it
assumes that all entries of the mixing matrix are nonnegative.
This assumption is also required by the method based on
nonnegative least-correlated component analysis [4].
In [24], Chanet al present a BSS method known as convex
analysis of mixtures of nonnegative sources by linear pro-
gramming (CAMNS-LP), which relaxes the constraint on the
mixing matrix to allow it to have negative entries. This method
exploits the nonnegativity of sources and adopts a special
deterministic assumption called local dominance. The local
dominance assumption is a good assumption or approximation
for source signals exhibiting sparsity or high contrast such
as human portraits and some biomedical images [24], [25].
To estimate all source signals, this method needs to solve
up to 2(n − 1) linear programming (LP) problems, where
n is the number of sources. It is known that solving an LP
problem is time consuming if the data sample size is large [24],
[26]. Therefore, the CAMNS-LP method becomes inefficient
in computation with the increase of the source signals.
In this paper, we propose a more efficient method in com-
putation for blind separation of nonnegative sources. In our
method, the observation matrix is first mapped into a super-
plane such that one of the rows of the mapped observation
matrix has equal elements with value 1. The mapping process
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ensures that the unaccessible source matrix is normalized to
be column-sum-to-one. Consequently, those columns of the
normalized source matrix that satisfy the local dominance
condition are unit vectors. For a unit vector, one element
is one and all other elements are zero. Then, based on the
property of the normalized source matrix, one column of
the mixing matrix can be estimated by searching an optimal
projection vector for the mapped observation matrix. After
that, another column of the mixing matrix can be obtained by
searching another optimal vector in the subspace orthogonal
to the already estimated column. This process is repeated
until all columns of the mixing matrix are obtained. After
the estimation of the mixing matrix, the sources can be easily
recovered. Since the new method estimates the mixing matrix
by tracing the projection of the mapped observation matrix, it
is called the projection pursuit (PP) method.
Unlike the traditional ICA based BSS methods in [5]-[11]
and [17], the proposed PP method does not require the sources
to be independent or subband independent. Moreover, different
from the sparsity based methods in [27]-[29], it does not need
the sources to be sparse in many time instants for efficient
source recovery. The PP method is also advantageous over
the existing BSS methods for nonnegative sources. Compared
with the methods in [4] and [21]-[23], it does not require the
mixing matrix to be nonnegative. In relation to the CAMNS-
LP method in [24], our method has much less computational
complexity as it only needs to solve one LP problem. It is
also more efficient than the TF based methods which need
to search the sparse TF points [18], [19]. In addition, if the
mixing matrix is nonnegative, the normalized model in this
paper is similar to those in the processing of spectral unmixing,
where the sources satisfy nonnegativity and column-sum-to-
one physically [30]-[33]. By using the high contrast of the
sources, the pure pixel index (PPI) method achieves a good
result for endmember extraction in spectral unmixing but it
needs lots of iterations [31]. To improve PPI, a fast iterative
PPI (FIPPI) algorithm is developed in [32]. However, the
FIPPI algorithm often requires an efficient initialization, such
as the automatic target generation process (ATGP) approach
in [33], to speed up its convergence.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II formulates the problem through examining the computa-
tional cost of the CAMNS-LP method. The PP method is
proposed in Section III, together with the analysis of its
computational complexity. Section IV provides simulation
results to compare the performances of the PP method and
the existed benchmark methods. Finally, Section V concludes
the paper.
The following notations are used throughout the paper:
x, xi column vector, theith element ofx
X, xj , xij matrix, thejth column ofX, the (i, j)th
entry of X
Xt matrix with t columns
X(i : j, b : t) a sub-matrix ofX with rows from i to j
and columns fromb to t
XΦ a sub-matrix ofX with column index setΦ
X⊥ the basis of a sub-space orthogonal toX
< real number set
0 all zero column vector
1 all one column vector.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The instantaneous mixing model under consideration is as
follows [8], [24], [34]:
X = AS (1)
where X ∈ <m×N is the observation matrix,A ∈ <m×n
is the mixing matrix,S ∈ <n×N is the source matrix, and
m,n,N denote the numbers of the observations (or outputs),
the sources (or inputs) and the samples, respectively. The aim
of BSS is to recoverS from X without information ofA. To
achieve BSS, some assumptions are made in [24]:
A1) All sources are nonnegative, i.e.,sj,t ≥ 0, wherej =
1, 2, . . . , n and t = 1, 2, . . . , N .
A2) Each source signal islocal dominant, i.e., for each
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, there exists an unknown indexlj such that
sj,lj > 0 andsi,lj = 0, ∀i 6= j.
A3) m ≥ n andA is of full column rank.
The rationality of the above assumptions is justified in [24],
where the CAMNS-LP method has estimated successfully the
source signals one by one.
The main ideas of the CAMNS-LP method are summarized
as follows for reference. First of all, theaffine hull spanned
by the sources and that by the mixtures are equivalent1, i.e.,
aff{ST } = aff{XT } (2)
where the superscriptT denotes transpose operation. Then it
is further shown thataff{ST } can be written as [24]
aff{ST } = {d + Cα | α ∈ <(n−1)×1} (3)
where α denotes the representative coefficient vector,d ∈
<N×1 denotes the mean of the columns ofXT , C ∈
<N×(n−1) is composed of the eigenvectors associated with
the first n − 1 principal eigenvalues of̄XT X̄, and X̄ =
X−1n×1dT . Considering the nonnegativity assumption of the
sources, it is further shown that the intersection ofaff{ST }
with positive quadrant is aconvex hull. As a result, the sources
can be found by searching the extreme points of thisconvex
hull.
To estimate one of the sources, the searching of extreme
points is cast into the following LP problems (with respect to
α):
Minimize : rT (d + Cα) (4)
s.t. d + Cα º 0
Maximize : rT (d + Cα) (5)
s.t. d + Cα º 0
wherer ∈ <N×1 denotes a vector which is chosen randomly
before beginning the optimization process andº denotes
componentwise inequality. Letα∗1 and α
∗
2 be the optimal
solutions of (4) and (5), respectively. Then either(d+Cα∗1)
T
1This result is based on an additional assumption that A has unit row sum,
which can be ensured by transforming the available observations [24].
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or (d+Cα∗2)
T is the estimate of one of the sources, depending
on the calculated values of the cost functions in (4) and
(5). To estimate the other sources, new LP problems need
to be constructed through updatingr by using the well-
known QR decomposition. In total,2(n − 1) LP problems
need to be solved to recover all source signals [24]. The
computational complexity of solving2(n − 1) LP problems
by using the typical primaldual interior-point method is up
to O
(
2η(n− 1)2 (N1.5 + (n− 1)2N0.5)), where η is the
number of iterations. Clearly, with the increase of sources,
the computational efficiency of the CAMNS-LP method will
decrease dramatically.
In the next section, we shall propose the PP method, which
is more efficient in computation. For the sake of simplicity,
we only consider the case ofm = n in the sequel. Ifm > n,
one can reduce the dimensionm of the observations inton by
using the principal component analysis method [4], [36]. We
also assume that there is no zero-column inX (if any, they
can be easily detected and removed in advance).
III. T HE PPMETHOD
While the CAMNS-LP method directly estimates the
sources at the cost of high computational complexity, an
intuition of thinking is whether more efficient method can
be developed by first estimating the mixing matrix and then
recovering the sources from (1). The vector form of (1) can
be written as
xt = s1ta1 + s2ta2 + · · ·+ sntan (6)
wheret = 1, 2, · · · , N . If the ith source signal dominates at
the time instantj, i.e., sij 6= 0 and s1j = · · · = si−1,j =
si+1,j = · · · = snj = 0. Then, it follows from (6) that
xj = sijai, i.e., xj equalsai up to a scalar. Thus, based
on the sourcelocal dominanceassumption A2), any column
of A is equal to at least one column ofX up to a scalar. In
other words, the columns ofA are hidden in the columns of
X. So one can estimateA by finding the columns ofX that
are related to the columns ofA, up to scalar and permutation
ambiguities. However, since the number of the columns ofX
is often very large, how to find those special columns ofX
is a big challenge. In the PP method, we first construct a new
mixing model by mappingX such that the corresponding new
source matrix is column-sum-to-one. Thus, any column of the
new source matrix satisfying the local dominance condition
will be a unit vector. The special property of the new source
matrix is beneficial for tracing the indices of those special
columns of X, and thus helpful for the estimation of the
mixing matrix A and the recovery of the sources.
A. Constructing a new mixing model
From Assumptions A1) and A3), there must exist a nonzero
vectoru 6= 0 such thatuT X is a positive vector, e.g.,uT can
be the product of a random positive row vector and the inverse
of A. Suchu can be calculated by solving the following LP
problem which is often used to get an initial value in the
feasible region [37]:








uixij < 0, ∀j
γ > 0
where xij is the (i, j)th entry of X. Let D be a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal entries consist of the reciprocal of the
elements inuT X, i.e.,
D = diag(1T ® (uT X)) (8)
where® denotes the componentwise division. Then, all ele-
ments ofuT XD are equal to one, i.e.,
uT XD = (1N×1)T . (9)
Also, sinceuT X = uT AS is a positive vector andS is
nonnegative satisfyinglocal dominancecondition,uT A is a
positive vector. Thus, there exists a positive definite diagonal
matrix L such that all elements ofuT AL equal one, i.e.,
uT AL = (1n×1)T . (10)
Let
S̃ = L−1SD. (11)
Clearly, S̃ is nonnegative asL−1, S andD are nonnegative.
From (1) and (9)-(11), it holds that for anyt ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
n∑
j=1






Eq. (12) means that each column ofS̃ is sum-to-one, i.e.,S
can be normalized to be column-sum-to-one by (12). Note that
if the mixing matrix is nonnegative, the simple normalization
method in [35] can also be used. However, if there exist some
negative entries in the mixing matrix, this simple method can
not ensure the nonnegativity ofS̃. Now, we are in the position
to construct a new mixing model with respect toS̃.
Sinceu 6= 0, suppose without loss of generality that theqth
element ofu is nonzero. LetU be then× n identity matrix
with the qth row replaced byuT . Clearly,U is full rank. Let
X̃ be the map ofX given by
X̃ = UXD. (13)
Then the new mixing model about̃S results from (11) and
(13) as follows:
X̃ = ÃS̃ (14)
where
Ã = UAL. (15)
Here,Ã is full rank becauseU, A andL are full rank. Also,
since theqth row of U is uT , it follows from (9), (10), (13)
and (15) that all of the elements in theqth row of Ã andX̃ are
equal to one. Furthermore, as we previously mentioned,S̃ is
nonnegative and its columns are sum-to-one. This implies that
any column ofS̃ satisfying the local dominance condition is a
unit vector. As a result, those columns ofX̃ which correspond



























Fig. 1. Geometric illustration of the map to the observations in the case of
n = 3, wheredot and circle denote the columns of the observation matrix
and the mixing matrix, respectively. (a) Before mapping; (b) After mapping.
will be highlighted and thus facilitate the estimation of the
mixing matrix A. A geometric illustration of the map to the
observations in the case ofn = 3 is given in Fig. 1, where the
nonzero elements of the source columns at the local dominant
instants are assumed to be 1 for better visualization. We can
see from Fig. 1(a) that the columns of the mixing matrixA
(denoted bycircles) are included but hidden in the columns
of the observation matrixX (denoted bydots). However, it
can be seen from Fig. 1(b) that after mapping, the columns of
the new mixing matrixÃ are highlighted as they locate at the
vertices of the triangle region formed by all columns of the
mapped observation matrix̃X.
Next, we shall employ the new mixing model (14) to
estimate the mixing matrixA.
B. Estimating one column ofA
First of all, let us analyze the relationship between the
columns ofA and the column index of̃S. It is easy to see
from (11) that for any indexj, if s̃j is a unit vector, then
sj is a vector with only one nonzero element. Consequently,
xj is the estimate of a column ofA, neglecting possible
scaling and permutation. Therefore, one can estimate a column
of A through finding the indexj such that s̃j is a unit
vector. Furthermore, this indexj corresponds to the index
of the maximum of the scalar projections2 of all column
vectors s̃1, s̃2, · · · , s̃N on [0, 0, · · · , 0, 1]T (or the minimum
on [1, 1, · · · , 1, 0]T ), due to the nonnegativity and column-
sum-to-one features of̃S. However, sincẽS is unknown, it is
impossible to calculate any scalar projections of its columns.
Let ṽ be a nonzero vector (i.e.,̃v 6= 0) andv = (ṽT Ã−1)T .
For anyi, we have




(16) shows that the scalar projections ofx̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃N on
v are proportional to that of̃s1, s̃2, · · · , s̃N on ṽ. Motivated
2The scalar projection of a vectora on a nonzero vectorb is generally
defined asbT a/‖b‖, where‖b‖ denotes the L2-norm ofb.
by (16), the task here is to find a nonzero vectorv such
that the indexj of the extreme of the scalar projections of
x̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃N on v is the desired index, i.e., it satisfies the
condition that̃sj is a unit vector. To proceed, forv 6= 0, we
first define two index sets as follows:
{
Φ(v, X̃) = {t | vT x̃t = max(vT X̃)}
Ψ(v, X̃) = {t | vT x̃t = min(vT X̃)} . (17)
Clearly, in the case ofv 6= 0, Φ(v, X̃) and Ψ(v, X̃) are
equivalent to {t | vT x̃t/‖v‖ = max(vT X̃/‖v‖)} and
{t | vT x̃t/‖v‖ = min(vT X̃/‖v‖)}, respectively. Hence, for
the convenience of description, we callv the projection vector
andvT x̃t the projection of̃xt onv. Based on (17), we propose
the following theorem.
Theorem 1:If the mixing matrix is full rank and the sources
are nonnegative satisfying thelocal dominancecondition, then
for any v 6= 0, there exists aj ∈ Φ(v, X̃) or Ψ(v, X̃) such
that s̃j is a unit vector.
Proof: See Appendix A.
From Theorem 1 and its proof, we have the following corol-
l ry.
Corollary 1: For anyv 6= 0, if max(vT X̃) > 0, then∃j ∈
Φ(v, X̃) such that̃sj is a unit vector. Ifmin(vT X̃) < 0, then
∃j ∈ Ψ(v, X̃) such that̃sj is a unit vector.
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 show that the desired index
that corresponds to a unit vector iñS is indeed included in
the index set corresponding to the maximum or minimum
of the projections ofx̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃N on v. Specifically, if
max(vT X̃) > 0, the desired index must be inΦ(v, X̃). If
one can find a proper vectorv such that
s̃j = s̃k for all j, k ∈ Φ(v, X̃) (18)
then the desired index can be any element ofΦ(v, X̃). On the
other hand, ifmin(vT X̃) < 0, then the desired index can be
any element ofΨ(v, X̃) if
s̃j = s̃k for all j, k ∈ Ψ(v, X̃). (19)
Therefore, in order to obtain the desired index to estimate a
column of A, we need to find an optimal projection vector
v for X̃ such that (18) holds in the case ofmax(vT X̃) >
0 or (19) holds in the case ofmin(vT X̃) < 0. This falls
into the projection pursuit (or PP) problem which involves
finding the most “interesting” possible projections in multi-
dimensional data [38], [39]. The PP-based methods have been
widely used for data analysis, such as the principal component
analysis [6], [36], [40]. And the exact PP algorithms are often
developed based on the chosen projections which are related
to the practical applications.
In the present scenario, the most “interesting” possible
projection vectorv is the one satisfying (18) or (19). In order
to obtain such projection vectorv, we first randomly generate
a full-rank square matrixW. Then, we constructv by using
the columns ofW iteratively according to the projections of
the columns ofX̃ on the columns ofW. SinceW and Ã
are full rank, the equations (18) and (19) are equivalent to
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the equationWx̃j = Wx̃k. Therefore, (18) and (19) can be
replaced by
Wx̃j = Wx̃k for all j, k ∈ Φ(v, X̃) (20)
and
Wx̃j = Wx̃k for all j, k ∈ Ψ(v, X̃) (21)
respectively. Now, the PP problem becomes how to find a
projection vectorv satisfying (20) or (21).






{t | wTi x̃t = max(wTi X̃Γi−1), t ∈ Γi−1}, if
max(wT1 X̃) > 0
{t | wTi x̃t = min(wTi X̃Γi−1), t ∈ Γi−1}, if
max(wT1 X̃) ≤ 0
(22)
whereΓ0 = {1, 2, · · · , N} and1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we propose
a lemma as follows.
Lemma 1: If W is a full-rank square matrix, there exists
l ≤ n such thatWx̃j = Wx̃k for all j, k ∈ Γl.
Proof: See Appendix B.
From Lemma 1 and (22), it follows that the projection vector
v satisfying (20) or (21) can be obtained inl(l ≤ n) iterations
if v is updated in such a way that
{
Φ(v, X̃) = Γi,∀i ≤ l, if max(wT1 X̃) > 0
Ψ(v, X̃) = Γi, ∀i ≤ l, if max(wT1 X̃) ≤ 0
. (23)
We propose the following scheme to calculatev:
• Initialize v to be a zero vector.
• Updatev by
v := v + λiwi for any i ≤ l (24)
whereλi is a positive constant that ensures(23).
Clearly, how to selectλi such that (23) holds is critical in this
scheme. We first consider the case ofmax(wT1 X̃) > 0, which
can be further divided into two subcases:i = 1 and i > 1.
1) Subcase 1:i = 1. Since the initial value ofv is 0, it
results from (24) that the updatedv equalsλ1w1. Based on
(17) and (22), it holds that
Γ1 = {t | wT1 x̃t = max(wT1 X̃Γ0)}
= {t | wT1 x̃t = max(wT1 X̃)}
= Φ(w1, X̃).
(25)
Besides, ifλ1 is a positive constant, we have
Φ(w1, X̃) = Φ(λ1w1, X̃) = Φ(v, X̃). (26)
It follows from (25) and (26) that the first equation in (23)
holds fori = 1. Therefore, any positive constant can be chosen
asλ1.
2) Subcase 2:i > 1. We use a recurrence approach to ana-
lyze the choice ofλi. As shown in Subcase 1,Φ(v, X̃) = Γ1
is guaranteed after the first iteration. Suppose thatΦ(v, X̃) =
Γi−1 after the(i− 1)th iteration. Then, based on (17),vT x̃j
equalsvT x̃k for any j, k ∈ Γi−1. In the ith iteration, since
Γi ⊆ Γi−1, then vT x̃j is equal tovT x̃k for any j, k ∈ Γi.
Also, it follows from (22) that for anyj, k ∈ Γi, wTi x̃j equals
wTi x̃k. Therefore, for anyλi > 0, it holds that
(v + λiwi)T x̃j = (v + λiwi)T x̃k, ∀j, k ∈ Γi. (27)




















> max(vT X̃Γ0−Γi−1)−max(vT X̃Γi−1)
. (29)
i) If Γi = Γi−1, it yields from (28) that
max
(








From (27) and (30), one can see that for the updatedv using
v + λiwi whereλi satisfies (29),Φ(v, X̃) is equal toΓi, i.e.,
the first equation in (23) holds.
ii) If Γi 6= Γi−1, we haveΓi ⊂ Γi−1 as Γi ⊆ Γi−1.




max(λiwTi X̃Γi) > max(λiw
T
i X̃Γi−1−Γi) (31)
for any λi > 0. It can be deduced from (31) that
max(λiwTi X̃Γi) = max(λiw
T
i X̃Γi−1). (32)
SinceΓi ⊂ Γi−1 and vT x̃j = vT x̃k for any j, k ∈ Γi−1, it
follows from (31) and (32), respectively, that
max
(


















Furthermore, sinceΓ0−Γi = (Γ0−Γi−1)+ (Γi−1−Γi), one
can see from (28), (33) and (34) that Eq. (30) also holds when
Γi 6= Γi−1. This implies that the first equation in (23) holds
for Γi 6= Γi−1.
Based on the above analysis, in the case ofmax(wT1 X̃) > 0,
the optimal projection vectorv can be found by using (24)
whereλ1 can be any positive constant andλi(i > 1) is chosen
according to (29). Finally, one column ofA can be estimated
as follows:
â1 = xj , j = arg max(vT X̃). (35)
In the case ofmax(wT1 X̃) ≤ 0, it must hold that
min(wT1 X̃) < 0 asw1 6= 0 andX̃ is of full row rank. Then,
similarly, one column ofA can be estimated by
â1 = xj , j = arg min(vT X̃) (36)
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wherev is also calculated using (24). However, in this case,
λ1 is any positive constant butλi(i > 1) should be chosen









< min(vT X̃Γ0−Γi−1)−min(vT X̃Γi−1)
. (37)
As for the existence ofλi in (29) and (37), we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 1: For a full-rank square matrixW, 1) if
max(wT1 X̃) > 0, then for anyi > 1, there existsλi such
that (29) holds; 2) ifmax(wT1 X̃) ≤ 0, then for anyi > 1,
there existsλi such that (37) holds.
Proof: See Appendix C.
C. Estimating the other columns ofA
According to the PP scheme, after a projection vector is
obtained, the data are reduced by removing the component
along that vector direction such that a new vector can be
found [38], [39]. This process will be repeated until all desired
projection vectors are acquired. Thus, oncer(1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1)
columns ofA are estimated, the next column ofA can be
estimated by finding the most “interesting” projection vector
in the sub-space orthogonal tôAr defined as
Âr = [â1, · · · , âr] (38)
whereâi denotes theith estimated column. Based on the gen-
eralized inverse of matrix, the basis of the subspace orthogonal






where H ∈ <n×(n−r) is a matrix of full column rank.
Therefore, one can use the scheme shown in the subsection
III-B to estimate the next column ofA but the auxiliary matrix
W should be constructed as follows:{
W(1 : n, 1 : n− r) = Â⊥r
W(1 : n, n− r + 1 : n) = Âr . (40)
From (40), we can see that for anyr(1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1), the
updatedW is always square and full rank. As a result, the
conclusions in Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 hold for allr.
This guarantees that all other columns ofA can be obtained
by using the scheme in the subsection III-B together with
constructingW by (40).
D. Summary and analysis
Based on the discussions in the subsections III-B and III-C,
the proposed PP method is formulated as follows:
• Step 1. Calculateu by (7) and supposeuq 6= 0. Let U
be then × n identity matrix with theqth row replaced
by uT and computeD by (8).
• Step 2. MapX into X̃ by (13) and randomly generate a
full-rank square matrixW.
• Step 3. Setv = 0. If max(wT1 X̃) > 0, selectλi by (29),
updatev by (24) until (20) holds and then estimatêa1
by (35). Otherwise, selectλi by (37), updatev by (24)
until (21) holds and then estimatêa1 by (36).
• Step 4. Estimate the other columns ofA in the following
way:




estimateâr+1 by (35) (or (36)) using the
method in Step 3;
end for
• Step 5. LetÂn = [â1, â2, . . . , ân]. Estimate the source
matrix by Ŝ = Â−1n X.
In the PP method, since the vectoru can be accurately
calculated by solving an LP problem in Step 1, the matrix
X̃ can be precisely obtained in Step 2. Moreover, the vector
â1 estimated in Step 3 is a global optimum. Similarly, the
vectorsâ2, â3, . . . , ân are perfectly estimated in Step 4. Thus,
the estimated mixing matrix̂An is a global optimum, which
ensures the perfect recovery of the sources if the model
assumptions are perfectly fulfilled.
As far as the computational complexity is concerned, the
computational cost in Step 1 is dominated by calculatingu
through solving the LP problem in (7), which has a complexity
up to O(η(n − 1)(N1.5 + (n − 1)2N0.5)) by using the
primal-dual interior-point method, whereη is the number
of iterations [24], [26]. In Step 2, the computation of̃X
using (13) requiresO(n2N) multiplications. In the Step 3,
the complexity of updating the projection vectorv in (24)
is O(lnN), where l ≤ n denotes the number of iterations
involved. The computational costs in Step 4 and Step 5 are
O(l(n − 1)nN) and O(n2N + n3), respectively. Hence, the
total computational complexity of our method is no more than
O(η(n− 1)(N1.5 +(n− 1)2N0.5)+ ln2N +2n2N +n3). As
we mentioned in Section II, the complexity of the CAMNS-
LP method is up toO(2η(n− 1)2(N1.5 + (n− 1)2N0.5)). In
practice, it often holds thatN > n2 > n > 1 andη > n ≥ l.
Thus, the approximate computational costs of the PP and
CAMNS-LP methods can be written asO(η(n− 1)N1.5) and
O(2η(n−1)2N1.5), respectively. Clearly, our method is much
more efficient in computation than the CAMNS-LP method.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide three simulation examples to
illustrate the computational complexity and source separation
performance of the PP method, in comparison with the WPS-
DICA algorithm based on subband independence [17], the TF
method using sparsity [18], the ATGP-FIPPI approach using
high contrast [32], and the CAMNS-LP method [24] which
requires similar assumptions as those in our method. Each
method is implemented using MATLAB R2009a installed in
a personal computer with Intel(R) Celeron(R) 2.4GHz CPU,
2GB memory and Microsoft Windows 7 operational system.
The elapsed CPU-time is used to measure the computing
speed. The source separation performance is measured by
the mean of the sum square error (M-SSE) index defined as
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TABLE I




PP WPSDICA TF ATGP-FIPPI CAMNS-LP
4 -293.3578 6.4710 7.3711 -152.1610 -289.0798
8 -292.9375 10.1570 11.1690 140.0098 -280.2750
12 -290.9316 12.2901 13.3695 -127.1011 -269.0701
16 -284.5937 13.6598 14.2018 -120.0984 -256.3028









‖si − ŝπi‖2 (41)
wheresi is the ith row of the source matrixS, ŝi is the ith
row of the estimated source matrix̂S, π = (π1, · · · , πn)T ,
andΠn = {π ∈ <n×1 | πi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, πi 6= πj , ∀i 6= j}
is the set of all permutations of{1, 2, · · · , n}. Here, the
L2-norms of si and ŝi, ∀i are normalized to be one. The
optimization in (41) aims to find the best match between
the original sources and the estimated sources, which can be
solved by the Hungarian algorithm in [42].
A. Separation of computer generated signals
In the first simulation, computer generated signals are used
as source signals, which are mutually correlated but satisfy the
local dominance condition. Specifically, they are generated by
using therand() function of MATLAB, followed by zeroing
some nonzero samples such that the local dominant condition
is satisfied. Each signal is with a uniform distribution on [0 1]
and contains 30,000 samples. Five scenarios corresponding to
4, 8, 12, 16 and20 sources are considered. For each scenario,
1000 independent runs are carried out to compute the average
M-SSE indexeave (in dB) and the average CPU-timeTave
(in seconds). In each run, a different mixing matrix is used,
which is randomly generated. Table I shows theeave values
obtained by PP, WPSDICA, TF, ATGP-FIPPI, and CAMNS-
LP under different numbers of sources. One can see that the
PP, ATGP-FIPPI and CAMNS-LP methods achieve excellent
source separation performance whilst the PP method performs
the best. This result is not surprising as the sources satisfy the
local dominance condition required by these three methods.
Besides, our method is almost immune to the number of
sources, making it suitable for dealing with large number of
sources. In contrast, WPSDICA and TF fail to separate the
sources.
The computational efficiency of the compared five methods
are shown in Fig. 2. Since theTave values of these methods
have large variance, they are scaled usinglog10(1 + Tave) for
better visual comparison. Clearly, the PP method is compu-
tationally much more efficient than the CAMNS-LP method.
This is because only one LP problem is encountered in the
PP method, while the latter needs to solve up to2(n− 1) LP
problems, which is very time consuming. Our method is also
more efficient than the other three schemes, and the reasons
are that WPSDICA needs a complex operation to extract the

























Fig. 2. Scaled average CPU-time versus number of sources.
independent subband, TF spends much time on sparse time-
frequency points searching, and ATGP-FIPPI uses additional
initialization.
B. Separation of human fingerprint images
In this simulation, three fingerprint images (640 × 480)
are utilized as sources, which are from the DB1 data set
of the Fingerprint Verification Competition 2004 [43]. Their









Obviously, these fingerprint images are mutually correlated. It
is also found that the local dominance condition holds for these
images. Similar to the first simulation, 1000 independent runs
are carried out to compute the indicesave and Tave, where
a different random mixing matrix is used in each run.
Table II shows theeave and Tave values of the compared
five methods. Since the fingerprint images satisfy the local
dominance condition, the PP, ATGP-FIPPI, and CAMNS-LP
methods perform very well in separating these images, much
better than the TF and WPSDICA methods. Furthermore, the
PP method uses much less time to separate the images than
all other methods do.
C. Separation of face images
In the third simulation, we use four face images(275×350)
[44] as sources, which are shown in Fig. 3(a). These images do
not satisfy the local dominance condition and are also cross-
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eave AND Tave WHERE FINGERPRINT IMAGES ARE USED AS SOURCES
PP WPSDICA TF ATGP-FIPPI CAMNS-LP
eave(dB) -295.8921 4.1789 3.0012 -93.0231 -289.8763








Fig. 3. (a) Original face images; (b) Mixed images; (c) Images recovered
by the PP method; (d) Images recovered by the WPSDICA method; (e)
Images recovered by the TF method; (f) Images recovered by the ATGP-
FIPPI method; (g) Images recovered by the CAMNS-LP method.
For visual comparison, we first mix the face images by using




1.85 −0.48 −1.09 0.81
−1.48 −0.14 2.28 0.27
2.06 0.31 0.23 1.67
−0.28 0.41 1.11 −1.47


and the mixed images are shown in Fig. 3(b). The PP,
WPSDICA, TF, ATGP-FIPPI and CAMNS-LP methods are
employed to recover the source images. Fig. 3(c)-(g) show
the recovered images by these methods, respectively. We can
see that although the local dominance assumption is violated
in this simulation, the PP, ATGP-FIPPI and CAMNS-LP meth-
ods achieve satisfactory separation performance. However,
while the ATGP-FIPPI and CAMNS-LP methods take 50.0451
seconds and 84.0469 seconds to perform source separation,
respectively, the CPU time spent by the PP method is only
4.0616 seconds.
Then, in order to give a numerical comparison of the
concerned methods, we carry out 1000 independent runs to
compute theeave and Tave indices. Here, different random
mixing matrices are used in the simulation runs. From Table
III, one can see that the numerical result is consistent with

















Fig. 4. eave indices of the different methods versus noise levels.
that of the visual comparison.
In addition, we test the sensitivity of the proposed PP
method to noise using the above four face images, where the
noise is with Gaussian distribution. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is defined as10log10
‖x‖
‖x−y‖ , wherex andy denote the
original signal and the signal polluted by noise, respectively.
Since the TF and ATGP-FIPPI methods cannot recover all the
source images even in the noiseless case (see Fig. 3 and Table
III for reference), we mainly compare the recovery precision
of the PP, ATGP-FIPPI and CAMNS-LP methods in the noisy
case. Fig. 4 gives theave indices of these three methods
against noise with SNR levels of 20dB, 25dB, 30dB, 35dB,
40dB, 45dB, and 50dB, respectively. It shows that these three
methods have similar performance against noise, due to their
common assumption on the sources.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a projection pursuit based BSS method is
proposed to separate nonnegative sources. By exploiting the
nonnegativity and local dominance of the sources, the BSS
problem is cast into finding the most “interesting” projections
of the mapped observations. As a result, the proposed PP
method gives a globally optimal solution, and has a lower
c mputational complexity than the well-known CAMNS-LP
method does. Also, our method does not require the mixing
matrix to be nonnegative. Furthermore, since the PP method
does not rely on any statistical information of the sources,
it separates the cross-correlated sources with higher precision
than the subband independence based WPSDICA method. In
addition, unlike traditional sparse component analysis method,
e proposed PP does not require the sources to be sparse in
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TABLE III
eave AND Tave WHERE FACE IMAGES ARE USED AS SOURCES
PP WPSDICA TF ATGP-FIPPI CAMNS-LP
eave(dB) -30.0010 4.8050 4.4556 -29.9909 -29.9089
Tave(s) 4.0598 98.6250 122.3579 50.1297 84.1026
many time instants any more. However, similar to other local
dominance based methods, it may degenerate if the noise is
strong, especially if the local dominant samples happen to be
polluted seriously. Our future work will aim to improve this
kind of methods in noisy scenarios.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OFTHEOREM 1
Denoteg = (vT Ã)T , and letgb and gt be the maximum
and minimum ofg with indices b and t, respectively. For
v 6= 0, if it is a scale vector with onlyvq 6= 0, thenΦ = Ψ =
{1, 2, · · · , N}. Thus all elements of theqth row of X̃ equal to
1. In this case, Theorem 1 holds due to thelocal dominance
assumption of the sources.
Next, we shall complete the proof by considering the case
that v is neither a zero vector nor a scale vector. SinceÃ is
full rank and itsqth row consists of elements equal to 1, the
elements ofg are not the same, i.e., there must existi, j such
that gi 6= gj , which leads togb 6= gt. Let f = (vT X̃)T be the
projection ofX̃. Then thejth element off is fj = vT x̃j =
vT Ãs̃j = gT s̃j =
n∑
k=1
gks̃kj . The remainder of the proof is
divided into the following two parts.
i) gb > 0: SinceS satisfies thelocal dominancecondition,
there exists an identity sub-matrix iñS. Thus, for the set{k |
gk = gb}, there always exists a unit vector iñS whoseτth
element is equal to 1, whereτ ∈ {k | gk = gb}. Denoting this
vector bys̃p with indexp, it follows s̃τp = 1 and s̃kp = 0 for
all k 6= τ . Therefore, we have































(gk − gt)s̃kj +
n∑
k=t+1




(gb − gt)s̃kj +
n∑
k=t+1
(gb − gt)s̃kj + gt










= (gb − gt)(1− s̃tj) + gt
≤ gb − gt + gt
= gb.
(43)
If s̃kj = 0 for all k /∈ {k | gk = gb}, then s̃tj = 0 due to
gt 6= gb and thus the two inequalities in (43) become equations.
Combined with (42), one can see thatfp = gb. Note that for
any j, if fj = gb, thenfj is the maximum of the projection
f , i.e., j belongs toΦ. Therefore, in the case ofgb > 0, there
existsj ∈ Φ such that̃sj is a unit vector, e.g., whenj = p.
ii) gb ≤ 0: From gb ≤ 0, it follows gt < 0. Similar to (42),
there exists an indexq such that
∀i /∈ {k | gk = gt}, s̃iq = 0. (44)








(gk − gb)s̃kj +
n∑
k=b+1




(gt − gb)s̃kj +
n∑
k=b+1
(gt − gb)s̃kj + gb










≥ gt − gb + gb
= gt.
(45)
If s̃kj = 0 for all k /∈ {k | gk = gt}, then s̃bj = 0 asgb 6= gt
and the inequalities in (45) turn into equations. Combined with
(44), it follows thatfq = gt. For anyj, if fj = gt, thenfj is
the minimum of the projectionf , i.e., j is in Ψ. Therefore, in
the case ofgb ≤ 0, there existsj ∈ Ψ such that̃sj is a unit
vector, e.g., whenj = q.
The proof is completed by combining i) and ii).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OFLEMMA 1
We prove Lemma 1 by using apagoge. Let us first consider
the case ofmax(wT1 X̃) > 0. DenoteG = WÃ. According
to the analysis shown in the proof of Theorem 1, for anyi, if
Wx̃j 6= Wx̃k, ∃j, k ∈ Γi, j 6= k (46)
then theith row of G must have two elements whose values
are equal to the maximum of that row. From the definition of
Γi in (22), it is clear thatΓi ⊆ Γi−1. Thus, if (46) holds for
all i ≤ n, there must exist two identical columns inG, which
means thatG is rank deficient. However, on the other hand,G
should be full rank because bothW andÃ are full rank. This
results in contradiction. Therefore, there existsl ≤ n such that
Wx̃j = Wx̃k, ∀j, k ∈ Γl.
The proof for the case ofmax(wT1 X̃) ≤ 0 can be conducted




We first prove the statement 1). SinceW is full rank,wi 6=
0, ∀i. Then, based on the definition ofΓi in (22), one can




Γ0 − Γi−1 6= ∅ (47)
where∅ denotes the empty set. Also, sinceΦ(v, X̃) = Γi−1,
it holds that
max(vT X̃Γ0−Γi−1)−max(vT X̃Γi−1) < 0. (48)
Thus, ifmax(wTi X̃Γi−1)−max(wTi X̃Γ0−Γi−1) ≥ 0, λi can be





The proof of the statement 2) can be carried out in a similar
manner and is omitted here. This completes the proof.
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